5.0”

PREMIUM high-end
Motorcycle GPS

All new Limited Edition

“the most advanced GoRider GPS ever made”

Clever, intuitive and quick
“intelligence at every turn”

Weatherproof, tough and rugged
“GoRider is built to go wherever the road takes you”

go easy - go rider

GoRider makes GPS navigation easy and affordable...
- 13cm (5.0″) 854x480px widescreen
- New type glove-friendly touch screen
- ARM Cortex-A7 Quad Core 1300MHz
- 1GB DDR3 RAM +16GB internal memory
- Full Europe maps (free limited updates)
- Option to download additional maps from
around the world at no extra cost
(345 countries and islands)
- Large battery (3000mAh)
- Accepts microSD up to 32GB
- Accurate GPS with fast GPS fix
- Ultra high brightness IPS screen
visible even with the very brightest sunlight
- Suitable for all weathers (IPX7)
- Bluetooth 4.0 (supports HFP, A2DP)
- Internal waterproof speaker
- Create, download, drive routes
- Bluetooth file sharing
- Simply updates through WiFi
- Action camera compatible
- Installation of android APP’s compatible,
including web browser (Google Play Store)
- Headphone jack/audio line-out
- Includes cradle, 1” mount (19-32mm),
power adapters, usb cable, pouch.
- Pro & ProDUO kits also come with 1 or 2
bleutooth headsets

Advanced Bluetooth Headsets

The Excalibur-XL can be paired with all bluetooth
compatible headsets. Or choose Pro or ProDUO kits
with 1 or 2 advanced headsets included.

more specs on
goridergps.com

Tire Pressure and Temperature Monitoring
Optional fobo TPMS sensors are compatible with the
Excalibur-XL. Letting you view tire status in real time.

143 x 92 x 21mm
260gr

visit goridergps.com to check the full line of high quality GPS systems and accessories
GoRider

a mototechcreations brand

goridergps.com

(MototechCreations is a DPM-Int. division)
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